Certified interior glass partition systems for cruise ships

®

SKANDI·BO

Scandinavian lightness

Scandinavian design is known for its clean lines
and love of light. This heritage shines through
Skandi·Bo’s range of inspirational products and
interior design consulting services.
From a solid heritage in the glazing and building
sectors, Skandi·Bo has developed its glass
partition system by meeting architects’ demand
for aesthetic, functional and flexible solutions.
Skandi·Bo has two main product lines: Indoor,
for land-based building projects, and Ocean for
cruise ships.

Skandi·Bo welcome the chance to offer
solid technical advice and creative ideas.

IDEAS

and solutions

Light, open spaces are aesthetically pleasing.
But on a cruise liner, lightweight construction
and fire resistance are the dominant factors in
design. Put simply, lower weight means better
fuel economy and more passengers.
Skandi·Bo has years of experience in finding
solutions that meet these challenges. We can
help you in the development phase of your
projects – and we welcome the chance to offer
solid technical advice and creative ideas.
If you have questions, ideas, or just need to
talk possibilities, give us a call.

Aesthetics

without compromise

The owners of Princess Cruises chose the
OC85 doors and glass partition system for
the onboard retail shopping area of their
fleet’s biggest ship, the Caribbean Princess,
which can carry around 3,000 passengers.

Clean and stylish aluminium profiles and some
of the slimmest glass partition systems on
the market give Skandi·Bo partitions a clean,
elegant look.

FUNCTION
and form
Cruise ships are built to carry passengers – not
ballast. Skandi·Bo’s OCEAN wall concept is all
about weight reduction, because every kilo on
the upper levels needs to be balanced by four
kilos of ballast.
The OC85 profiles are based on our flexible ID85
system and can be combined with a variety of
glass, soundproofing, blinds, whiteboards and
doors to give a huge range of architectural possibilities without compromising on the need for
lightness.

CHOICE

• Flexible

of colours and finishes

• Lightweight construction

• Fire-rated B15-A60

• Soundproof
Once your walls are in place, Skandi·Bo can
also offer a range of doors:
• Framed glass doors that offer great light
transmission, along with effective sound
insulation and fire resistance
• Wooden doors with excellent sound insulation
that meet standard fire-door requirements
All aluminium finishes are available in standard
RAL and anodised colours, and special colours
are available on request.

• Wide selection of doors
• Choice of finishes

Fit

Ultraslim design

Whether you are building or renovating,
Skandi·Bo partition walls give you the freedom to design glass walls without compromise.
Skandi·Bo’s system is quick and easy to install,
thanks to prefabrication at the factory for quick
on-site assembly.
And once installed, the system stays flexible –
walls can be rearranged to suit the demands of
new layouts or changes.
OC85 is the all-purpose partition wall that
can be supplied in a wide range of widths and
heights. It can be supplied with electric or
manual Venetian blinds, one- or two-layer glass
or one-layer sound-absorbing glass up to Rw 48
dB and personal safety glass with silk printing or
foil. OC85 is ready for thermal windows and can
be supplied as a combination of a notice board
and glass wall.
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APPROVAL
A certified system

Skandi·Bo’s OC85 partitions are the lightest
B15-A60 fire-rated glass walls in the world and
comply with IMO regulations.

SKANDI·BO APROVED CERTIFICATE
STRUCTURE SYSTEM
Class

Code

Structure

B 15 (-30)

SKANDI FIRE B 15

Single Leaf Glass Door

SKANDI FIRE B 15	Glasswall
SKANDI FIRE B 15	Double Leaf Glass

A30 - A60

SKANDI FIRE A 60

Single Leaf Glass

SKANDI FIRE A 60	Glasswall
SKANDI FIRE A 60	Double Leaf Glass

B 15

SKANDI FIRE B 15

Single sliding Door

SKANDI FIRE B 15	Double sliding Door
SKANDI FIRE A 60

Single sliding Door

SKANDI FIRE A 60	Double sliding Door
* Some SKANDI·BO structures are being finally certified at
the moment. For a status please check www.skandi-bo.dk.
	Other certification systems are available on request.

SKANDI·BO
here for you

Flexible is not something that only applies to
our products. We work closely with all our
clients to ensure they get the solutions they
want, without compromising their vision.
From initial design, to construction and refurbishment, our consultants are available to help.
Even if you do not have a specific project in
mind, call us anyway – we are always happy to
discuss ideas and concepts related to glass
partitions.

homepage: www.skandi-bo.dk
e-mail:
info@skandi-bo.dk
phone:
+45 59 59 50 54

